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Overview
Marketers face numerous ethical issues as they apply their understanding of consumer behavior in the marketplace. 
We describe and discuss many of these issues. These discussions are highlighted in the text via an “ethics” icon in the 
margin. In addition, Chapter 20 is devoted to social and regulation issues relating to marketing practice. Several of 
the cases also are focused on ethical or regulatory issues, including all of the cases following Part Six.
Consumer Insights These boxed discussions provide an in-depth look at a particularly interesting consumer study or 
marketing practice. Each has several questions within it that are designed to encourage critical thinking by the 
students. Many of the consumer insights are new to the fourteenth edition.
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Chapter by Chapter Changes

Chapter 1
• New Consumer Insight on market segmentation based on product-related needs

Chapter 2

• New Consumer Insight on Coca-Cola’s globalization strategy (adapting locally, marketing globally)
• Updated tables related to global demographics

Chapter 3

• New Chapter Opener on the reversal of gender roles
• Updated tables on gender-based activities, including social media usage

Chapter 4
• New Chapter Opener on changing U.S. living situations, with the rise of multi-generational households
• New Consumer Insight on the segmentation of the Generation Y market, using demographic identifiers
• New term (multi-generational household), new section on generations (Generation Alpha) added to the
chapter
• Updated tables throughout, especially those referencing the Simmons National Consumer Survey

Chapter 5
• New Consumer Insight on ethnic subcultures
• Updated figures and tables, including those referencing the Simmons National Consumer Survey

Chapter 6
• New Consumer Insight on American family structures

Chapter 7:
• New Chapter Opener on brand communities with lululemon
• New Consumer Insight related to the impact on a brand of consumer-generated content posted online about that
brand
• Updated Consumer Insight related to online marketing, buzz, and WOM that deals with “astroturfing”
• New term added (brand ambassador)

Chapter 8
• New Chapter Opener on brands’ use of product placement in video games, movies, video streaming
services, and music videos to reach consumers
• Updated Consumer Insight on the effectiveness of advertising in the DVR and “cord-cutting” era
• Updated tables, especially those referencing the Simmons National Consumer Survey

Chapter 9

• New Consumer Insight on repositioning

Chapter 10
• New Chapter Opener on brand personalities



Chapter 11

• New Chapter Opener on changing consumer attitudes, using avocados as the example

Chapter 12
• New Chapter Opener on lifestyles, as related to Cooking Enthusiasts
• Updated figures and tables related to lifestyle segments, such as VALS and Global

Chapter 13
• New Chapter Opener on rituals

Chapter 14
• No Major Changes

Chapter 15
• New table on segments of smartphone consumers
• Updated Consumer Insight on the personalization of the online search experience

Chapter 16
• Updated Consumer Insight on context effects

Chapter 17
• Major restructuring of “The Evolving Retail Scene” section of the chapter, including learning objective 2,
emphasizing omni-channel shopping and mobile retailing
• New Consumer Insight on mobile retailing
• New terms added (showrooming, webrooming)
• New tables on online buying behavior, including smartphone shopping and shopping app downloads
• Updated table on shopping orientations

Chapter 18
• No Major Changes

Chapter 19
• New Chapter Opener on the role of technology in business relationship marketing
• New Consumer Insight on organizational culture

Chapter 20
• Updates on government regulations and online marketing to children, including social media marketing
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